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FOREWORD .

This module is one, of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verif led through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocation& teaching at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The merdules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application; each culminates with criterion refer-
ended ;assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should bp thor-
oUghly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The-materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, pott-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professional development of voca-
itional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in to cher education programs is contained in three re-
lated doc men% Student Guide to Using Performance- Based
Teacher i dut-adon Materials, Resource Person Guilt" to
Using Pkformance-Based Teacher Education Materialitind
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
EduostiOn.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
researdh and development effort by The Center's Program for
Profesilonal DevelOpment for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions, to the systematic develop-
ment; testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided Input in
development of initial versions of the modules,, over 2,000
teabhers end 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and ref inemept

Special recognition for maim individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following ptogram staff
James B Hamilton, Pt ogram Director, Robert E Norton, As-

,

sociate Program"Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extendeo Kristy Reiss, Technical
Assistant, Juan Jones, Technical Mbstant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward develbpmental versions-of these-materials are also ac-
keowleclgeg Cal in J Cotrell 'directed the vocational teacher
competency resOrCh studies upon which these modules ate
based and-also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974 r
Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) whoeontributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Midsoun-Columbia Pretiminarytesting of the
materials was conducjed at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of .all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visitmg scholars trom throughout the country

Advanced testing 6f the materials was carried out with assis-
tance Of the vocational teacher educators and 'students of Cer)e-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University;
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, Uruversity.of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, Universarof Vermont, and itah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation, is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education ol the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and adyanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section .553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education

CDCYNE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational Education s mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career blanning and preparation The Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products ;
()mating information systems and services

, Condvting leadership development and training
drogrfti

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL. MATERIALS

Engineering Center
Athens, Georgia 00602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials ( VIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities. col ges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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0INTRODUCTION

If you walk through a number of vocational edu-
cation classrooms you are likely to see teachers
standing before thei classes teaching lessons, or
students busy in the laboratory on their assigned

tasks. In the course of a short visit
it would be difficult to see any pat-

item in all this, and you might come
away with the impression that vo-
cational instruction is simply
made up of a series of lessons and
lat5 assignments strung' together

,t, to fill out the school year. Such an
impression would be quite wrong

A really well planned vocational
curriculum has a far more sophis-
ticated structure It has its. founda-
tion in an analysis of what the
community wants from its voca-
tional programs, and what the oc-
cupation regimes of its beginning

workers. Based on this information, a number of
broad gaols and specific objectives are laid out
and a complete course outline (or course of study)
is constructed. The next step is to build blocks of
instruction, called units, into the program, center-
ing each one around a single important topic. Fi-
nally, the vocational teacher prepares the lessons
a he other experiences that help students to(`the

the learning objectives described in the
nit. 1

The lessons and student activities are what the

.14

visitor sees as he enters the classroom door, but
they are really. the culmination and most eAlly
visible part of a long process of instructional plan-
ning. This module is concerned with one part of
that process . . developing units of instruction.
Other mods in the series take you through the'
precede and succeeding steps, but it is not es-
sential for you to have completed them before you
develop competence in planning units of instruc-
tion

Units, focusing as they do on carefully chosen
topics in the course, help bring form and coher-
ence ts.teaching and looming. Teachers can or-
ganize instruction so that all the knowledge and
skills of the occupation are given proper emphasis
.and an appropriate share of the available instruc-
tional time Students can gain insig4t into tkle rela-
tionships of the things they learn. Because the
subject matter is organized into manageable
blocks, they can keep informed of their progress
and know that they are actually learning

This module describes the various kinds of. in-
structional units and explains how they can be
used to improve instruction in the vocational pro-
gram. It tells you how to develop each component
of a unit and how to put themell together to create
a written unit plan By completing* thia module
successfully, you" should be competent in develop-
ing instructional units in your vocational service
area Your classroom teaching will be the better
for

4i



, 'ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives

Objective: While working in an act' ual
atuation, devilop a unit instOuction.

-gerformance will be assessed by your re-
person, using the Teacher Performance

Form, pp. 63-54 (Looming ExperP

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, c4frion-
strate knowledge of the concepts involved in
planning a unit of instruction (Learning Experi-
ence I).

2. Alter completing the required reading, demon-
strate knowledge of the principles involved in
selecting objectives, learning activities, and
evaluation procedures for an instructional unit
(Learning Experience II)

3. After completing the required reading, or-
ganize the content of a hypothetical teacher's
plans into a unit plan, using an accepted format
(Learning Experience III)

4 For a srmplatied situation, develop a unit ofiin-
struction (Learning Experience IV)

Prerequisites
To complete this module., you must have compe-
tency in determining the needs and interests of
students and in developing student performance

'objectives. If you do not already have these com-
petencies, meet with your resource person to de-
termine what methoddou will use to gain these
skills One option is to complete the information
and practice activities in the following modulek

Determine Needs and .Interests of Students,
Module B-1
Develop Student Performance Objectives,
Module B-2

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplemeril
those contained within the m dule follows. Check
with your resource person ) to determine the
availability and the location se resources, (2)
to, locate additional, in your occupa-
tional specialty, and (3) to get assistance in setting
up activities with peers or observations of skilled
teachers, if necessary Your resource person may
alsO\bie contacted if you. have any difficulty with
directions, of in assessing your prbgress at any
time

AL

Learning Experience I
Optional

Reference' Taba, Hilda. Curriculum De-
velopment: Theory and Practice. New York,
NY: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1962.
A filmstrip projector and audiotape equipm.ent
for viewing and listening to a filmstrip presen-

A screen to use with the projector.
The filmstrip and audiotape, "Teaching Units
and Lesson Plans," VIMCET filmstrip and au-
diotape #13, VIMCET `Assdciates, Los
Angeles, CA, 1966.

Learning Experience II
Optional

ReferenqeMager, Robertf.(and Kenneth M.
Beach Developing Vocatidaal Instruction.
Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers, 1967

Learning Experience III
No outside resources

Learning Experience IV
No outside resources

Learning Experience V
Required

An actual school situation in which you can
develop a unit of instruction
A resource person to assess your competency
in developing a unit of instruction

This module covers performance element 'numbers 56-81 from Calvin J
Cotrell et al , Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Education
Report No V (Columbus, OH The Center for Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this document form the
research base for all The Center's PBTE module development

For information about the gen-eral organization of each mpd ule, general
procedures for their use and terminology which is corrkon to all 100
modules. see About Using The Center s PBTE Module, on the inside
back cover



z A
Learning Experience

OVERVIEW

Activity

(Optional
-Activity'

'%11110

. t .

After completing VA ,required reading, demon, tate knowledge of The
concepts involved in planning a unit of listru400h * '.

..
..:

. / 4 by -

Yoti will be reading the information sheet, Plannina Unit of InstrUctitr.
pp. 6-15.

You may wish to read the suppieeentary reference, Taba, Curriculum
Development:. Theory and Practice, p. 343-368.

_ .

r.

You mai,wishro view the VIMCET filmstrip presentation, "Teacping Units

and Lesson Plana."

16. :
f

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the concepts involved in planning
an instructional unittry completing the Self-Check, pp. 17-19.

You will be evaluating you competency by comparing your completed.
Self-Check with the Model Answers, pp. 21-22.

4st

5

7



Activity For information about what is meant by an instructional unit, its function in
the instructional program, how to go about selkting and developing a unit
topic, and how to involve students in the planning process, read the
following information sheet:

PLANNING A UNIT OF INSTRUCTION

The Need for Planning for Instruction

The more experience one has as a teacher,-the
more one realizes the importance of thorough
planning for effective instruction. The beginning
teac her,
however,
often has
difficulty in
com prehend-
ing the con-
cept of effec-
tive planning.

A

He or she
may observe
other
teachers
'doing some
excellent
teaching
without a
Written plan
in sight. A beginhing teacher may even think that
written planning is too time consuming and that
time devoted to writing plans could be better-spent
in more productive tasks

Professional educators agree that,the ability to
plan for instruction is essential to successful
teaching of vocational subjects The teacher's in-
structional plans can be compared to an ar-
chitect's plans, in which (1) the proposed building
is designed as a whole, (2) various important sec-
tions of the structure are planned as units, and
ffhally, (3) the minute details of construction are
Spetified., A sound structure and, a handsome
I:Wilding would not result if the architect or con-
tractor plant* the building as it was going up and
tried to keep rfte workersAkusy by finding some bit
of construction work for'them to do oh, a day-to-
day baAis..

6

Instructional plans, like architectural plans,
need to encompass the design of the whole, the
structure of each unit, and the construction of the
individual parts. In designing vocational education
programs, these plans are called the, course of
study, the unit plan, and the daily lesson plan

respectively.
Each of these
plans. has a
unique and es-
sential purpose
in the work of
the class, and
each is depen-
dent on the
other to form a
unified and ra-
tional curricu-
lar structure

Preplanning
instruction

helps the teacher to see the program as a whole
and to make sure that every student i;;. ruing activ-
ity, every teacher-presented less. 1: e.hd every
evaluation procedure contributes to the 'ultimate
goal Preplanning units and, lessons permits the
teacher to establish clearly defined objectives,tse-
cure the necessary instructional materials; and
select varied activities designed to enhance learn-
ing Teachers who do not preplan thoroughly tend
to use a limited range of activities and , provide
uneven coverage of the desired subject ?natter.
vocational education, this usually means -a too-
heavy reliance on lecture-demonstration and proj-
ect exercises and sometimes the omission of the
teaching of some important occupational skills



,
What is 'a Unit of Instruction?

A unit of instruction is a well-defined portion of
the total instructional program, centering around
a single topic or cluster of occupational com-
petencies. It is an organization, of objectives, learn-
ing activities, and resources prepared for use in a
specific teaching/ earning situation

The relation-of an instructional unit to the total
curriculum is illustrated in Figure 1. At the center is

a description, in broad terms, of
'the whole occupational pro-
gramlor example, a two-year
program to prepare' day-care
supervisors) The program is
divided into semesters of work,
with a designated proportion of
the total subject matter as-
signed to each semester A de-
scription of what, is to be in-
clude in the semester is con-
tain in a course of study,
cou e outline, or a curriculum
guide for the program

Usually the course of study is
in the form of an outline or a series of general
statements of topics anti activities It is pf necessity

FIGURE 1

-NOTIONAL PLANNING .

(
brief angl is stated in broad terms The course of
stady may be developed by fhe state department of
education, the local school system, a curriculum
laboratory, or industry, and furnished to the
teacher to.guide instructional planning In some.
cases, teachers are expected to develop courses
of study for their own program, particularly if it is a
new or-unusual one, or if the present guide is weak
and outdated.

The next diVision an the instructional scheme is
that of the unit of instruction. Units are sections of
subject matter organized frqm the material of the
course of study and developed around one or.
more topics, problems, skills, or Iii.peerations Units
may vary greatly in length of timetotomplete Shd
degree of complexity for students A semester's
work may be.organized into as few as two units or
as many as ten, for example The document that
describes the contents of a unit (sub-topics, re-
sources, student activities, evaluation procedu'res,
etc.) is called a unit plan. tt is the purpose of the
rest of this module to give the teacher an oppor-
tunity to develop skill in the planning of units

A unit is not presented to the class all at once,
but is further divided into a series of lessons to be

DAtlYq.ESSON PLANS

UNIJT PLANS

III JV V VI VII

_11 I

COURSE OF STUDY
1st SEMESTER

to

1_ 1 1 L1.1,_. J__i

(-1
rI
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.., , ....1*.- 4given over a number-of class sessions. Thetessons , experiences for the unit, he or sb# atIptie.0' eitto
making up the,unk are related tp the unit as a plan a series of daily iessons on'Verib of
whole and to each other. The daily lessorilstimited the topic of the unit, ipcidding air -intros

'--,to one specific aspect of the unit and, may be con- 0Son, and lessonalm ruTes, the-metric 4
,

',-ctrned with-a particirar operation, machine, pro- , _.--0' -the micro'
cess, or some piece of related information. There

Jo i. e ):,4,---1(
i)1,,,,)\ -end the ver

may be a few pr, mariy lessons within a unit of ---K4.- ie.
t10..' ''\ r'S)< Q'' C i-

", 0.,, mac`

cs teacher's plansinstruction depetiding,,on the complexity of the
are graphically'
represented

Figure 2.

scarp. The

topic.'

As an illUetration of the relat4n of a unit to a
course of study and a lesson, consider how an
instructor in a machine shop might plan to or-
ganize instruction ,'He or she is t&ching the be-
ginning course in the machinist program and_
from the course of study furnished by the adminis-
tration, he or she notes that among the important
concepts to be taught during the semester is that
of accurate shop measurement, using basic tech-
niqu4 and simple instruments. AfterL some
thought and tentative planning, the teacher
selects "Basic Shop Measurement" as one unit of
instruction and decides to allocate about five days
of class time for the unit As a part Of the learning

FIGURE 2

1. To gain skill in planning for a single lesion, you may wish to refer to
Module 8-4, Develop a Lesson Plan

10
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Types of Unite 41f
k

, An instructional unit is, in Astract terms, an
organized way of thinking about instruction. It is a
theme far learning over a period of time. The act of
(knit planning .results in a written document; or
plan, fyom which grows the actual teachin4#
.learning activities engaged in by the teacher an
students. The term :unit" has been used'. in a
number of ways in-education, with some resulting
confusion. In the literature of/4vocatio al eglUca-
tion, you will find the term "unit" used to deScribe
anything from a single classroom lesso toe large
block'of individualized instruction You must read
the material carefully to determine in what context
the author uses the term.

The word "unit" is used in'a number of different
ways in education. Each one has special value,
and the proper use of them should be in every
teacher's repertory.

Unit of work.A unit of work is the organiza-
tion of student learning experiences built
around a unit topic, theme, problem, or other
unifying element. A unit of work is what actu-
ally takes place in the classroom or laboratory
in the actual learning situation
Unit plan.The unit plan is a particular
teacher's written outline of the unit of Work he
br she expects to develop with a grcitip of
students. The unit plan may be entirely origi-
nal with the teacher, or it may be based on
units developci by others A unit plan may be

verylconderised outline on a single sheet of
r,.or a large document complete with in-
etibrt, assignments, test questions, and
ers.

Resourde unit. As its name implies, this is a
model unit intended to be used as a resource

S

9

A

by teaOhers as they plan a unit for a particular
,vroup of Students. It is a compilation of
suggesti3Ltearning activities,' experiences,
and matettits froth which teachers can *law
Typically, a resource unit is devetOpect as a
Cooperative venture by a number of leachers
or curriculum, specialists. Resource units are
also available from commercial publishers
and industry'' A resource unit is not meant to -40'

be followed 'strictly, but should be changed
and adapted by the 'teacher to suit his or her
claSs and teaching situation.
Subject matter unit This type of unit is one
that is designed to convey a body of specific
skills and related content inforniatiOn to stu-
dents. The objectives for the unit are stated
term's of student behaviors'and occUpatio al
competencies. In a dental technician- pre'
gram, foreALample, a subject matter uni might
be constriNed on the subject of"Ta g Den-
tal X-rays"; in a tractor mechanic program, 1!7
"Servicing the Hydraulic Control ystem"; in
a cosmetology program, -Color g Hair." The

;"project teaching elan," particularly as used
in industrial education, is ekind of subject
matter unit since all the instruction related to
some student shop project is treated agsa unit.

Some examples of possible unit
topics drawn from several voca-
tional servioe.areas are shown

ip Sample 1. Note that the
topics are obvious divisions of

the total program, and each
topic would probably take sev-
yral lessons to cover. A number
of-student learning activities are

possible within the topic.
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SAMPLE 1

Ala

ti

-COMMittlat P ita°

Dental-Auldliity
Needie,TradsaWOrker
Distributive Eduoiltion Worker
Nurses Aide
Child-Care Worker
Light Aircraft Pi ,

Architectural ari

EXAMPLE OF 'A UNIT TOPIC
_

1-Portrait Lighting
, Printing Papers
Taking X-ray Photographs .-

, Decorative Stitchery_ . .

r..,, t ' , customer Buying Motives
Medical
fiusic A,ct f r Itlfen
Navigational and Chilli
Roofs--Design and Construclion

There is no especiallybrecommendeci lisigth for
an instructional unit. A ;unit involving a limited'
study of a fairly simple topic might take only a few
days Of class time -A complex to involving indi-
vidual stucti;Laetwities, class lectakus-
sions, laboratory work, and/or reports,
might require two or three weeks for t e group to'
complete. However, if the planned unit is unusually
shOrt, the teacher should question whether the

$,

4,

topic deserves to be treated asaa unit of work or
can be dealt with simply as a 'Own. A vefy large
unit, scheduled to last several weeksmay make it
difficult for you to maintain student interest; the
unit may need to be revised, divided,.or shortened.
.In case, if stOtlent interest and effort flagit is
best not to continue with your eriginal unit plans,
but to bring the students' work to an early close
and to replan the unfinished portion of the unit.

Identifying Units Within a Course of Study
1$*'.

The first stop in organizing a unit of work is to
decide on the topic As you begin to search
through your instructional materials, Y-cu will dis-
cover a number of sources of ideas for unit topics.
Among these are

The curriculum guide,or course- tudy de-
veloped for your vocational ducation
program.The outline headingS, or main
topics will suggest ideas around which to
build a unit. Because curriculum guides are
usually developed within the state, they-tend

<4.to'take local conditions into consideration,
and are therefore especially helpful In addi-
tion to local curriculum materials, you might
investigate the great

the

of couroe out-.
lin s developed at the regional curriculum
laboratories and state departments of educa-
tion around the country .

The textbook for your program.Either the
students' texts or higher level .texts can be
Utilized to develop topics Chapter divisions
may become units of ykirk if they arckwell
organized. The texts may also suggest stu-

. dent, learning .. activities appropriate .to the
topk. Textbooks are very convenient sources'
for units and are usually carefully developed.

),
-but they do have 'some disadvantages. They.
may be vry general in nature, they may not be
up to.date, and they may not be entirely suit-
able fdr the local situation-
Curriculum experts In the various occupa-
tional.areacMany reSbareh and develop-
ment projects have developed ideas..ancLma-

10 1.2
1.



.-tenets that may be very useful. To Mid these
Materials, check the ourriculu rn library in your
stet/ department of education, your local
school -system, or nearby university. In par-
ticular, loolc for material in the ERIC system
(Educational Resources InfOrmation Centef,)
and in the serial, 'Abstracts of Instructional
and Research Materials, in Vocational and
Technical 'Education (AIM/ARM). These
Sources are rich in information on units of
work tharhave already been developed

Other vocational teachers in your occupa-
tional area, vocational supervisor* or col-
lege professors.atbse colleagues may be
able to suggest significant or especially effec-
tive topics for units. You may get suggestions
in college courses, curriculum planning ses-
sions, in subjeot-area meetings,or throu4
-informal conversation These kinds of con-
tacts are particularly important in.suggesting
topics related to currenttrends or local.condi-
tions in your oocupation. For example, a
meeting in which the latest guidelines for
safety are discussed may result in a unit on
occupational safety as)t affects your area.
Current ,event These should not be ig-

, nored in the seltch for stimulating unit topics.
Current happenings often excite a great deal
bf student interest which can be'directly re-
lated to an aspect of the bourse of study A unit
based on a current Topic of interest can add a
much, needed change of pace and a refresh-
ing'variety tba demanding occupational pro=
gram. News of a medical advance blight be
ulbed as a took around which to build a unit in
tfealth occupations; an event in the space
program might trigger an , interest in the
machining of exotic metals, concern for the
victims of drought might serve as a focus for a

-study of low-cost, high-nutrition foods in a
foods program.

`..4
1.,. . ,

.

in a competency-ktased vocational eduCation
(CBVE) program: units of intuction can be built
around clusters of occupatn of competencsies All
the learning ac-
tivities of the
unit need to
be directed at .
the students'
attainment of
specific skills
and abilities.
In accordance
with the princi7/
pies of CBVE,
provision *ill
need' to be.,
made in fheUnif

1

,

plan for sty- ,,,
dents who already compiotency, or
who achieve the-competencies quickly. This can
be done by providing enrichment experiences, in-
cluding optional competencies, or organizing

"student-directed' teaching. . 4

Unit topics may. come from several informa-
tional aspects of the vocational curriculum, and
may range in depth from, veil/ speCific- occupa-
tional information to the difficult abstract' con-
cepts (the "big ideas-) phrased as themes, issues a,
within he Occupation, or new developmelbs The .
thre

"1F

, Inds of information on .which unit topics
may based agic--'\ , ,.,,

. . kt . .

Technical information that the workers must
know In order to make decisions In doing
their work.This may involve L(nowledge of
scientific facts,Nclatl! mathematical processes
and/or techhical terms, etc. It may also in- . ...

volve an undevtanding 6,f the factors motivat-
ing human bf avor.. ,

Aeneral information that is good for the
worker to know, but is not issentialtO do the
job properly.This information can make the
job more interesting and the worker a more
enlightened citizen. In this category are topics
relating to the history, of the oltupation, its
social significance, scientific basis, or eco-
nomic importance. r. y""'.
Vocational guidance InformatIon that helps
the worker find and keep a job. Such topics

was employment -opportunities, epployer-
drndloyee relations, job advancement, shop
ownership, and labor laws are examples of
the guidance information that can serve as
the focus of units of work.

11"
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Checkingput the Unit Topic

a

Any proposed unit topic should be thought
about critically, examined from a number of an-
gles, then changed or modified as necessary
Your tentative topic should meet most or all of
the following criteria:,

The topic IS significarft.Experts in the area
would agree that it directly helps stwtents in
their development as-workers or individuals.
The main ideas of the unit are worth the timi
and effort 'needed to rnasterthem. the topic I%
based on the analysis of the occupation and
on the goals and objectives of the vocational
program

12

.

The topiC Is relevant to students. 'People in
this age group and occupational area can be
expected to perceive the relation of the topic
to"their own needs and interests. It has
direct application to them in terms of self-
realizatian, improvement of mental capacity,
andfry ecbnomic gain.
The topic has a focus or continuity.It helps
pull ideas and facts together and aids the stu-
dent in sharpening his/her thinking on the
subject. For example, a unit on the ethics of
the occupation can help students grasp the
total import of ideat that might be mentioned
in.passing in a number of isolated lessons.
The topic is not vague.It leads to other
ideas, skills, and understandings..
The topic is feasible and practical.The
teacher's background and abilities are
adequate, instructional resources are avail-
able, equipment and supplies are satisfactory,
and there is time enough to complete the
topic.
The topic has a goal.At.the'snd of the unit,
students are able to do something ttfey
couldn't do before, or know something they
had n'tknown before. Students are motivated
to contrnue learning through this process.



Preparing for the Unit

To prepare for the unit, the teacher should do
some general preparation activities before going
on to the actual planning for the class These ac-
tivities include reading and study on the topic,
developing a bibliography or list of student study
materials, and designing and trying out student
projects and activities

The teacher getting ready fora unit should know
as much as possible about the topic. This may
entail reading (or re-readings, the section in the

'text dealing with the topic and,r4ading advanced
Texts for ad-
ditional infor-
mation Curri-
culum guides
or curriculum
project reports
may have friore
information or
may suggest
'cither,,,sources
Periodical arti-
cles on the
topic, which are
available in the
library,- may
have informa-

tion on new developments or the latest/rends The
librarian can help you develgip a bibliography or a
reading list for your personal use or foruse by your
students

Sometimes it is helpful to make visits and confer
with people If a field trip is part of the tentative
plans for the unit, you should visit the place to
determine whether the trip would be valuable and
whether arrangements can be made for such a
trip Carefully written and kept notes about the
people you meet and the places you visit can help
yoU to remember valuable information It is a good
idea to talk to people Who have special expertise

on the topic, perhaps you could make a tape re-
cording of the conversation for your own review or
for ttie use of the class .

You can check audiovisual catalogs for soUrces
of instructional material Many of-them 'have short
descriptions of the films and slide/tapes that will
help you decide which onus you will want to pre-
view.

Government documents are rictti sources of in-
fofrnation that you should not ignore. It would be
difficult to think of a unit topic in vocational educa-
tion about which there is not a government publi-
cation of some kind Agriculture and home
economics teachers have long been familiar with
tt value, of government bulletirlsother voca-

/Anal teachers should learn to tap this source of
up-to-date and specialized information The
documents librarian in the public library or the
university library can also help you locate publica-
tions on- your topic

Depending on the nature of the unit topic, you
may want to prepare a reading list or bibliography
for your students Group or individual student.
study can be encouraged by giving students leads
on materials that they can find and use You should
be sure to check that the material is concerned
with the topie,,kis at thle proper level of difficulty,
and is available to the students In addition to
books, the list §an include articles, pamphlets, au-
diovisual material, people to see, places to visit,
companies to write to, or any other sources of
information The bibliographic form used should
be one that is simple and easy to understand

If a student project is a part of the plans for the
unit, it should be thoroughly thought out and
tested during the planning stage. A worthwhile
unit can be ruined by the inclusion of a project that
fads because it is too difficult, it takes too much
time, or the needed supplies or equipment are not

13



'-available. If you have not used the project before,
you should go through the entire process yourself
to be sure it is practical. In some situations, you
may also want to have a high-quality example of a
finished product tO show students However, it is
important that the project, wee the other phases of
the unit, provide students with an opportunity for

input and learning. If all thetsourc s are pre-
selected and pre-digested, students wil denied
the chance to learn as much as they might. In
vocational education, as jn all education, students
must be encouraged to search, discover, and
apply new infoi'matiOn. In short, they need to learn
how to learn.

Involving Students in Planning Instructional Units

Student involvement in curriculum planning is
extremely valuable to thevocatiohal teacher. It can
increase student interest and motivation, (nee the
unit more relevant to students, and provide the
teacher with creative ideas and 'suggestions forthe
unit. This is true for all levels of students in all areas
of Instruction . whether senior,high school stu-
dents, technical school students, or students in
adult elation programs There are a number of

,,specific reasons for involving shiclents
\

p

. ,
Varying deeds. The instructional -units
based on sturrh needs cabe more helpful
to the student than those developed by sdme-
one without knowledge of the students,
Varying dapabilities. Students come .to a
learning situation with certain capabilities
which can facilitate lerning,.and often have
certain deficiencies whiqh Lan hinder learn-
ing. Students and teachers working together
will know this, and plandor it
Varying learning stles.Students react in
different ways to teadhing methods,and mate-
rials They have different learning styles Thul,
input from students can help the teachr
select the most interesting and compatible
learning materials and prOcedures.
CommitmentWhen students have been in-
volved in planning they are'rnore committed
to learning than when they passively accept
what is presented to them
Self-sufficiency.The ultimate aim of educa-
tion is to develop self-sufficient learners Un-
less students learn hbw.to diagnose and rrfeet

14

their educational needs, they will nOt become
self-sufficieht. They learn to do it by doing it,
initially with the help of a teacher.

Of course, there are definite limits to what stu-
dents cap select and change The essential tech-
nical knOtfriedge and the necessary job-entry skills
must be retained in the unit. There may be some
tedious practice That must be accomplished or
some difficulttheory that must be learned whether,
students particularly like it or not Students are not
aware of everything they need to know about the
occupation; otherwise they wouldn't be students.
If there is a conflict between the suggestions of
students and the best professional judgment of
the teacher, the teacher mil4t,take final responsi-
bility and make the decisn.

Following are s/ne suggested ways to involve
students in curriculum planning You should also
take advantage of any other, opportunity to get

student feedback that presents itself.

4

Obtain student reaction.-LYou can make a
'tentative unit plan and then ask students
react to the substance of your planning F r
example, you could aSk students to indi to
favorable or unfavorable responses to th nit
objectives, learning activities, resour'cet,y
other items. "

,
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Hold a class discussion.After a brief ex-
planation of the purposes of .the upcoming
unit, you migkt ask a series of questions to
promote discussion of what the students want
to learn in the unit.
Make individual or committee assign -
ments.Ypu might ask students to help you
with presenting specific parts of the unit. The
students could prepare their' assigned parts
and preserirthem to the entire Class
Organize student-directed interviews.You
can prepare students to conduct interviews
with workers or supervisors in the occupa-

Sequencing' Units of Instruction

tion With careful planning and preparation,
the information ,so obtained can be used in
planning the unit.
Use brainstorming techniques.By involv-
ing the student g
sion, you may g
incorporated in th

up in a brainstorming ses-
many ideas that can be
unit plan.

Use problem-soivi g techniques.Help stu-
dents identify problems they have encoun-
tered in their work experiences and projects.
Some of these problems could be incorpo-
rated into the unit or could provide a basis for
developing unit learning experiences.

4.

of only must each unit be planned thoroughly,
but the order or sequence in which they will be
presented ,should be given careful consideration
Units should be presented in a sequence that is
most helpful to the students, not necessarily what
is most meaningful from the teacher's point of
view. Try to determine how the subject matter
looks to students, what interests them; and how
they cart build on what they already know Here are
some principles you should keep in mind as you

dran the sequencing of units of instruction 2

Maintain stugent interest art the course
with a unit that is highly interesting and
motivating to students For example, in
graphic arts, have them print a very simple
business card, in training child-care workers,

. show Ahem how to make crafts projects In-
tersperse units of this kind throughout the
course to give students a lift from time to time
Proceed Irom the general to the specific.
Studerits usually find it makes most sense to
first gel the general idealater learn specific

2 Adapted from Robert F Mager and Kenneth M Beach Jr , Developing
Vocational Instruction (Belmont, CA Fearon Publishers. 1967), pp
59-61

ti

details Teach students how to operate a
machine before getting into the theory, how to
perform a customer service before teaching
state occupational licensing regulations
Use occupational logic. Analyze the chain
of competencies to determine which skills
must be learned before others can be at-
tempted Some units must be taught before
others if students are to be able to master the
subsequent units Welding students, for ex-
ample, must know how to handle and adjust
welding equipment before they o'an make/
difficult overhead welds Be careful. about
this, however. Sequencing is 'probably less
rigid than most teachers suppose Agriculture
students, for instance, do not need to know
the hybridization .process before they can
grow corn, cabinetmakers don't have to know
a thing about wood joinery in order to apply a
beautiful lacquer finish to furniture
Provide for students to enter sub-occupa-
tions.Admit that not all yclor students will
remain in the program until they complete it
Some students will leave to enter lower level ,

jobs in the occupation. Sequence the units so
that students can gain the skills they need in
order to get a job at whatever point they leave.
You can teach a student all the skills needed
to get a job relining automobile brakes early
sothen continue with other units until stu-
dents who remain in the ,program become
skilled auto mechahics.
Plan for culminating .Develop some
units that pull togethe Ideas and skills
that have gone before. riodically give stu
dents a chance to understand an entire pro-
cess or practice a total job These kinds of
units are particularly important near the end
of the program

4
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*Optional
Activity
1

/optional
%Activity.

I

If you are' interested in finding out more about the pl4Ce of the unit of
instruction in'the curriculum development process, you may wish to read
Taba, Curriculum Deyelopment: Theory and Practice, pp. 343-368 ,Thib
reference dears in Are depth with curriculum development, and dis-
cusses the theoretical framework on whth it is built.

_

1
ror,additional information on instructional units, you may wish-to view the
VIMCET filmstrip presentation, "Teaching Units and Lesson Plans

K
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, The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
;information sheet, Planning a Unit of Instruction, pp 6-15. Each of the five
items requires a short essay-type responSe. 'Please respond fully, but'
briefly .

,SELF-CHECK
.

.._ . .

1.v.t, does a unit of instruction relat& to the other parts olthe instructional plansuch as the course..

study, daily lesson plain, etc.? , ,. i
...-, ,

a.

ti

. '

4
t.

t

a

2 it would appear that one very easy and afficient way of Orgapizong a coutase into unitsrould be to
simply uAtthe chapterheadingsoflhe textbook asiinit topicsandpresent the units in the sameorder

'as.the textbook chapters What you see as*the advantages and a dvantagep of this approach'?

10'
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.3. Mr. Zak, teacherof vocational related math, decided one. rainy.afternoon that itwould be nice to* .

have his class work on a unit. Gazing Outof the window of the teachers' lounge fora minute or two, he,
came up with an idea. "I think we'll havea unit on mathematical games," he said to himself"Thkids
will like that' One ..'. and maybe it'll do them some good." .

rd,

Comment or the methperird the cqtena Mr Zelek used to selec; a urmt topic

. -....... ,
I

4 A group of teachers at the nee0ak3-Chance Adult Technical School were talking over luiich about
the state of the country They came to the conclusion that every occupational program it the school
should include a unit on personal behavior, standards, and ethics in the particular occupation How
would you rate the value of this unit topic'?

4
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5. At a teachers' meeting at the Urban Area.Vocational Scho 01, the group was discussing the val*Ue of
involving students in developing unit plans. Miss Gooding from.the evening programsaid, "Students
must be involved in all aspects of plannitg.. After all, the studentit,the only one who knows what
he or she needs* learn

Mr Hardy interrupted loudly' "Bunk," he skid. ;'Maybe you people in the adult program can involve
students in planning, 'but our kids in the high school program can't handle that It is our job as
teachers to tell them what they have to learn, and their job to learn it

React to these two teacher statements

I

I

4
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers.given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, however, you should have covered the same major points:

MODEL ANSWERS
1. *wit is an important part of instructional tie

sign. It is a section.of the whole year's program
that is contained in the course of study. A unit
deals with one topic of subject matter, and may
take frbm a few days to three weeks of class
time to oomplete. Class lessons are developed

tout of the unit plan, with each lesson covering a
very specific aspect of the unit. A lesson is al-
most always confined to ne class period The
daily lesson is design to help rritet the objec-
tives of the unit, the nit objective§"are planned
to further the objectives of the course, and the
individual course is constructed to permit stu-
dents to reach their occupational goals.

2. There is some merit in using textbook headings
for unit topics Textbook Writers do attempt to
organizathe material into logical and teachable
sections. The sequence_is usually educationally
defensible. Chapter headings as units would
tend to minimize content omi sions and repeti-
tion.

There are also some serious drawbacks to rely-
ing solely on this method of instructional or-
ganization, including the following

The -sublecr_matter _of the text may not
coincide with your course objectives
The content may not. be that tequired for
your local occupational cond(tions or he4,p-

ful in satisfying your stu ts..needs.
Becausd it takes years to ire and publish
a text, even the latest ong ay be out of
date in some ways
Text chapters cannot tap the special inter-
ests and knowledge that your student
group might bring to a unit
Chapter sequeheng tends to be very tradi-
tional and noOecessanly presented in an
order to enhahce student motivation

(
3 This is' a poor wayto select a unit topic A unit

should grow out of 0 n instructional need and
should not be used .lust because it would be
nice to do. "The ki will like it," is a weak
reason for selecting a pic The teacher should
hive examined ti4sCcr r,,se of study to find some

\

important organizing ideas that could be used
as the basis for the unit. He should have read a
bit on the1opic, thought egood 'deal, written a
couple Of tentative objectives to see how they
would fit. and finally come up with a topic for a
unit that will fit the training needs of his stu-
dents. A well-chosen topic will develop theio
occupational skills and capture their interest at
the same time.

4. Of course, ire don't know much about the
school and the students, but we can make a few
general judgments about the proposed unit,

The topic seems significant. Most occupations
have standards of behavior for their workers,
and for some occupations this is extremely im-
portant Educators and employers would prob-
ably both agree that the topic is worth the time
and effort spent on it.

I
The topic is relevant to students because it
affects their chances of getting and keeping a
job. It is also likely to help them develop a set of
values for 619tr. personal lives. The trick is for
the teacher to present the topic in such a way
that students will,see its relevance and impor-
tance to themselves

If the topic is presented as a list of do's and

Itonts it will not have much focus orcontinuity.
will be up to the thoughtful teacher to show

ow personal standards of behavior are related
o many aspects of the occupation

e can't really tell how feailble such a unit
would be, but since there don't seem to be any

(, special requirements for it, there shOuld be little
difficulty. It depends on how much time

-teachers have for the planning and preparation
of the unit.

21

The goal .for the unit is probably that of getting
students to behave in an acceptable and ethical
manner in their occupation This goal is, no
doubt, an important one, though it would be
very difficult to observe and measure

23
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5. Both Of the expressed opinions are somewhat
extreme. The truth probably lies somewhere in
betvieen. The possibilities for studeht involve-
mentin !mit planning will vary with the program
and the stygent body, but any group of learners
can parti4pate in planning in some way. Stu-
dents may well be aware of their needs and can
thus make suggestions that will help, the

pleacfter plan to meet those needs. However,

/ they are ciot professionals'or workers so they
are unti)thly to know all the requir;ements of the
occuilatiOn or all their training needs. Miss
Gooding, like other vocational teachers, has

.

ultimate responsibility for the contents and ap-
.. proach of the unit.

Mr. Hardy should realize that even sophomores
in high school want to be consulted about their
schooling. They are likely to be more motivated
to learn and have a better understanding of
their occupation if they are actively involved in
the planning process. Given a chance they can
contribute ideas to the unit plan. They can also
ask some -very penetrating questions about
what they are expected to do.

LEVEL OFPERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the moderresponses. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you
made, review the material in the information sheet, Planning a Unit of Instruction, pp. 6-45, or check
with your resource person if necessary.

g

I

P.
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.Learning. Experience II,
>91

OVERVIEW

frftcorn. Foisting required reading, demonstrafelcnowiedge of the
prinr.4ples Involved in selecting ofirjectiverk.leamintactkritietarid evalua-
lion procedures for an instructional unit.

You will be reading the information sheet, Developing the Content of an
Instructional Unit, pp. 24-30.

You may wish to read the supplementary reference, Mager and Beath,
Developing Vocational Instruction, pp. 44-58.

+.

/for) will be demonstrating knowledge Of developing unit content by com-
pleting the Self-Check, pp. 31-32.

You will be evaluating. your Compliency by-coniparing rite complete
Self-Check with the. Model Answers. pp.. 33-34.
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4,

POr information on how to develop performance objectives fdr a unit, hoW
to select student learning activities, and some of the. principles involved in
selecting evaluation procedures for an instructional unit, read the follow-
ing information sheet:

DEVELOPING THE CONTENT OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

'Developing Performabce Objectives for a Unit

A plan for a unit of instruction is more than just a
cOtection of good ideas. A unit is a well-designed
structure, and good ideas are the materials of conk
struction. Teachers who are building such planP.
need to select,the materials carefully to meet the
requirements of the job to be done (the objectives)

and the needs
of the people to
be served (tie
students).

Student per-
formance ob-
jectives should
describe what
students are to
be able to cic, at
the completion
of the unit

'
what knowl-
edge they will
possess, what

attitudes they will have, what skills they Will be able
to perform. In other words, the objectives of the
unit should be stated in terms of student behavior

Performance objectives always should be writ-
ten to include the components of performance,
condition, and criterion The performance com-
ponent describes what the student will be en-
gaged in doing, it must contain an action word or
verb. The condition component outlines the cir-
cumstances under which the student will be per-
forming the activity It describes what students will
be given to work with, what items they will be
dvied access to, and the environment in which
they will demonstrate the performance. The aft-

. rion component describes the level of mastery or
degree of proficiency that must be reached before
the performance objective is achieved

The performance objectives for the unit must
support the objectives for the total occupational
program. By achieving the objectives of the unit,
students should be that much closer to achieving
their ultimate objectivessuccessfully complet-

1101/1the program and being prefitred to enter the
occupation., If this direct relationship does not
exist, any work completed on the unit could prove
to be inefficient and ineffective. Selecting and de-
veloping the unit objectives, then, is the founda-
tion of the plan.

An important source of uniobjectives for voca-
tional education is a careful analysi?of the tasks to
be performed at the entry level of the occupation.3
A great many" programs will have already been
based upon a completed occupational analysis
that can be used to select objectiyes. If such an
analysis is not available, the following is a sim-
plified piocedure you could ute

1. Within the occupation for which you are prepar-
ing students, list those on-the-job skills you
know your students must haye f6r entry-level
employment.

2 Develop general objective statements_ which
reflect on-the-job entry skill.
For example: The student will have the ability

to communicate with the public
in solving customer's automo-
tive problems

3 Develop unit objectives which are, as close to
the out-of-school performance statement as
possible.
For example: "Thestudent will have Ore ability

to explain to the instructor's and
to fellow students' satisfaction
any automotive diagnosis the
student performs in the school
shop. This is to include thpro-
cedures..used, malfunctions ob-
served, the cause of the malfunc-
tion, and repairs needed to're-
move the malfunction ".

f.
24.

3 To gain skill in analyzing occupational tasks, you may wish to refer to
Module A-7, Conduct an Occupational Arialysis
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It is not ,,ohelpful to state a unit objective in

broad an ambiguous terms, such as "to ap-
'preciate the place of the landscape gardener in
horticulture." With such an objective it is difficult
for students to know just what they are expected to
learn, 'and it-is almost impossible for the teacher to
teltwhether students have reached the objective at
the end of the unit. The unit will have more mean-
ing to student and teacher alike if one-of its objec-
tives is, for example, The student will be able to
describe the training required for work in each of
six major occupations in the field of horticulture."

Vocational-teachers should not concentrate on
skills-objectives to the exclusion of all else. A unit
is likely to be a richer learning experience for stu-
dents if the objectives include some concern for
each-of the following:

Selecting.Learning Activities

concepts or ""big
ideas" related to the
topic ,
attitudes and values
-that are to be de-
veloped
mental habits and
ways of thinking that
are to. be introduced
or reinforced
'skiffs and work pro-
cedures to be mas-
tered

Not all types of objectives can be given equal'
emphasisin any one unit. Some units-will be more
appropriate for emphasizing the development of

adttitudes; some for skills,. others for concepts.
owe ve r, it is still possible in most units to plan for

objectives (and their associated learning experi-
ences) in the cognitive (knowledge), affective (at-

titudes), and psychomotor (skills) domains.

Not all students may beable to achieve the same
objectives or reach the sartie level of achievement.
You can provide somewhatd ifferent objectives for
slower and more capable learners, and for stu-
dents with special needs and interests. Individuali-
zation of this king can greatly improve student
motivation and erThance individual learning.4

You probably will not be able to formulate all the
unit's objectives completely as you begin the plan-
ning process....Qpn't become stud( at this stage,
but gradually clarify the objectives as the plans for
the unit develop. 4

- Learning activities are the experiences through
which students achieve the objectives of the unit,
and in-many ways they form the core 'of an instruc-
tional unit. Learning activities must relate directly
to the unit objectives and at the same time provide

so variety otexperiences. They encompass far more
than "assignmentt" for students or lessons to be
presented by the teacher, though both these kinds

. of activities may be included.

In any unit there be be some learning activities
thatre required or all students, some that are
highly recommended, and others that are com-
pletely a ional. Students can be allowed some
flexibility a hoice in the learning activities they
want to pursue.. nsideration should tSe given not
only to the age-and educational level of the Stu-

ll dents, but also to their learning styles, individual
interests, career goals, and psychological needs It

4" may not be pdssiblGf to provide for all, of thee

factors in every unit, but you should try to select
activities that provide for the following

Background knowledge and skills. Stu-
dents must have the background knowledge

. Incfskills required so they have a reasonable
chalice of completing the learning activiti
successfully. If the learning activity requi
students to interview business leaders,' be
sure they know how to Copductan interview,

;or the experience could be a disasterous one.

Practice. Student's must have an opportun-
ity to practice the kindof behavior specified
by the objectives. If the objectives call for stu-
dents to be able tg, adjust the color con-

' vergence on a T.V. rtteiver, be sure theJearn-
ing activities include practice in making this

4 To gain skill in individualizing instruction, you may wish to'reter to

Module C18, Individualize Instrucji0n,
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adjustment on-actual T.V. sets--.--not just see-
ing a film on the subject, or reading about it.

Statement of purpose.Students must have
a perception of the purposes and value of the
learning activity. If the teacher can't explain
the purposes Weedy, ,perha ps the activity
hasn't been well thought out.
Element of choice.Students should be fur-
nished some choice of learning activities de-
pending on their individual abilities, interests,
or previous knowledge.
Feedback. The learnkpg activities should
provide for prompt fOeack, knowledge of
results, and reinforcement. If students are to
solve certain problemS or perform experi-

V

4

ments as part of their activities, they should be
able to find out quickly bow well they did, or if
their results were correct.

In a competency-based, individualized v -
tional education program, the teacher's role ariP
function in unit learning activities may be quite
different-than in traditional programs. Theteac her
will usually not function very much as a ledturer or
a presenter of classroom demonstrations. The

,teacher's role will Iv more that of a resourceper-
son, making learnirig diagnoses, providing assis-
tance, asking questions, and making evaftiations.
The learning activities should not bypass the
teacher, but utilize the teacher efficiently in order
to gain the most from his or her professional
knowledge and experience.

S

SuggestionS for Unit Learning Activities

Sometimes teachers fall. into a pattern, using
only two or th ree kinds of learning activities in their
instructional plans. They are familiar wit/ these
few strategies, know that they usually work, and
.feel comfortable with them However, just as a
carpenter can't confine himself to using a hammer
because he feels comfortable with that tool, or an
interior designer can't do all his/her work in
shades of blue because he/she likes the color, a
teacher can't justify using only one or two teaching
techniques because they are familiar and easy
Stude?its may well ,suffer from being assigned
learnift activities that are unsuitable for them,
lack variety, or are just pin boring.

. The following section describes a wide variety of
activities that can be used in an instructional unit.
These suggestions are not meant to be all-
inclusive, but are presented to stimulate your own
creative thinkrng. You can add to this lied some
activities that are especially effective in your occu-
pational area, then use the list as a reterente as
you develop plans tor instructional units

26
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Reading p&rts of textbook.Students can
be-asked tO r short, relevant-sections deal-

4ng; specificagf with the knowledge required
ter reach the objective. Ttiis may tg a single
reference or it may be a number onternative

,-rilerences from different books.

2S



Examining reference books.You may have
your students examine or gather data from
standard reference b9oks of the v ational
field (e.g., Machinery-Handbook, Graphic
Standardspand Reference Mandel, for Office
Personnel).
Working in programmed materials. Stu-
dents may complete one or more sections ofA"
programmed text or other programmed mate-
rial.
Reading special materials.Students can
be referres1 to materials available in the school
library (e.g., books, encyclopedia articles,
periodical articles from bound volumes, etc.)
Solving practice problems.;-You could have.%
students attempt to solve practice problems
in the skills component (e g., computational
problems, exercises, etc.).
Viewing pr listening to audio or audiovisual
materials.On a large-group, small-group,
or individual basis, students can gain infor-
mation from media materials (e.g., slide/
tapes, audiotapes, films, filmstrips, video-
tapes, illustrations, etc.).
Observing or operating models, mock-tips,
or dummy set-ups.Working with sucrfr-ob-
jects can help students to gain understand-
ings of mechanisms or operating controls
0.4., plastic mock PBX board," model of a
rotary engine, set-up of electrical circuit,
practice key board, etc ).
1%le-playing of performance in a simulated ,

eltuation.-TStudents may take the principal
mile of the employee or the participating role
of the customer, the Assistant, the audience,
etc. Role-playing activities should be one of
the later activities in the students' learning
'experiences.
Participating in real -life performances.In
these performances, the students function for
short periods of time under controlled condi-
tions in an actual work situation, or a situation
very close to real- (e gNonducting a story
reading time at a child-care center; setting up
equipment in a surveying team). These also
should be final learning activities.
Observing the skilled worker in a real work
situation. This should be done with specific
goals in -mind, usually wit some form of
guide, observation instrumenst, or report fgrrn
to give structure and point to the observation
period.
Videotaping student performance.These
videotapes can be viewed and used by the
student to evaluate and improve his Perfor-
mance.

'Participating in simulation experiences.In
simulations, a student goes through a "dry
run" of the performance with the conditions
controlled and .consequences minimized
(e.g., working with dummy patient ik health
care or a model head in cosmetology; dis-
sembling and assembliig a non-functioning
aircraft engine) Case studies, in which stu-
dents write their reactions and responses to
the given situation, are also considered simu-
lation experiences.
Participating in small-group experiences:
These experiences give students a chance
to discuss, plan, or evaluate their work (e.g.,
discuss results of observations, plan for
role-playing sessions, evaluate the instruc-
tional value of their activities).
Observing an kstructor demonstration of an
Operation.-L-There are instructional squa-

t tions in which the best solution is for the in-
, structor to personally perform an operation

(1, and describe It as students observe. This may
; ''-"be done on an individual, small-group, or total

( rr-fclass basis.
Listening to guest speakers or outside
experts.These classroom experiences may
be'scheduled by the teacher at a time when
many students are ready for the experience.
Usually the nature of the topic is such that the
whole group can benefit, even though they
may not all be at the same point in their learn-
ing.
Producing or constructing projects or
services.These must directly contribute to
the objective and therefore must be carefully
designed and assigned, be of limited scope,
and require a limited amount of time (e.g., do
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a complete manicure on a. fellow student,
construct a W truss;°make working drawings
of at acing footing; make a skirt with zipper:
dec to a take with icing).
Comp eting problem-solving activities.-

- Some objectives may require solving prob-
lems involved in given situations. These.may

luncheon menu fora patic-u group) or
be relativ4 short experiences (l., prepare a

r'
quite long-term jobs (e.g., design a vacation
cottage for a family of four in a mountain
setting). It is very . important in problem -
sdlving activities that the student has the re-
quired skills, that he has access to the infor-

. mation necessary to solve the problem, and
that the problem -not gt$eyond the perfor-
mance objective.
Completing 'skills practice exercises.
Some skilled operations may require that the
student not only be able to perform them cor-
rectly once, but require that the stucirt be
able to do thein smoothly agd flawlessly every

of time. Learning activities may therefore
specify practice Periods in terms of time,
number of repeated experiences, or quantity
of production (e.g.,'m ake welds without a rod
for two ours; produce ten perfect button
holes, take ten minutes of dictation in short-
hand).
Memorizing information.The performance
objective Tay require or suggest that the stu-
dent can besipfunction if he has committed
some information to memory This isa legiti-

0 mate learning activity (e.g , memorize the
table of metric measures, the Gregg charac-
ters, the formula fir lathe speeds, a list of
technical terms). ,

Collecting objects.Some performance ob-
jectives may be,rekched by asking students to
gather and collect real objects so as to be-
come familiar with their characteristics, the
variety available, the settings in which they
may be found (e.g , make a collection of metal
fasteners, building materials, local lawn
weeds, children's *pet games, newspaper
classified ads)
Participating in scaled-down perfor-
inance.If the real performance is large in
physical size, complex because of the Number
of participants, or consumes a quantity of ex-
pensive materials, a limited performance or a
scaled-down situation' may, give the student a
better chance of gaining confidence or suc-
cess and maybe more instructionallyefficient
and practicak lExamples of scaled-down ex-
periences are: each an,outdoor game to two

ishi,ldren; constructa scale model of a built-up
roof construction, lay out an irrigation system

4
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on a land contour model, build a corner of a
block wall.)
Reading information sheets.These will be
concise statements of very relevant informa-
tion specifically prepared for the unit,-gdared
to the students' level, and available from no
other convenient ,source
Performing experiments in the labora-
tory.You can assign the student specific

, experiments to perform with specified
equipment and processes, observe the re-
sults, and report or utilize the results in some
form
Writing of technical reports, reacting to case
studies, preparing reports for class discus-
sion, etc.This activity may be particularly
valuable in the technical areas
Priparing visual materials.Students can
be asked to gather information and produce
qiagrams, schetnatic drawings, charts,
graphs, topographic maps, contour maps,
graphic solutions, structural drawings, styling
illustrations, layouts, .design sketches. Ac-
tivitiea of this type are usually interesting to
students, add variety to the learning experi-
ence, and tend to reinforce learning
Completing planning experiences.Per-
formance objectives may require that -the stu-
dent learn how tb plan the job or operation
Planning may include selecting or designing
the job, developing a sequence of proce-
dures, figuring materials and costs, noting

3d
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checkpoints and safety cautions, devising
evaluation standards.
Completing critique or evaluation experi-
ences.In these, the student is asked to rate
or evaluate an example of a finished product
or service, or to make a critical analysis of a
performance of a specified skill. The object of
the evaluation may be a sample product, the
work of a fellow student, the student's own
work, a film or videotape of a performance.
The final result may be e completed rating
sheet, a written report, or an oral report. '

Selecting Evaluation Procedures

Participating in cooperative student experi-
ences. Though instruction may be indi-
vidualized, there are situations when two or
more .students may work together in a learn-
ing experience. Many occupational tasks in-
volve teamwork, and it is proper for the learn-
ing activities to incorporate tl2is.

that involve Leavy
cooperative production techniques, worker
interaction, or team problem-solving are
places where, cooperative student expen-
enCes are applicable

An important part of every unit plan is that of
planning for student evaluation Without an evalu-

ation compo-
nent, you won't
know whether
the unit was et
successful or -7
not, whether
students knOw
something they
did 2Ft know be-
fee or whether
they are able to
do something

+ 1 they couldn't
do at"the be
ginning of the

unit In measuring student achievement and
'change, you will also be assessing the effective-
ness of the unit in m eting its objectives

The purpose of th evaluation procedure is to
determine whether tudents can now meet the
objectives of the u it. In other words, after the
instructional unit+ is completed, can the students
perform or behave in the manner called for in the _
objectives? Evaluation should not be done simply
to compare the achievement of one student
against or just to have some data on which
to base grade 5

If, for example, one of the unit objectives calls
for students to be able to write a letter of applica-,
tion for a job,'the unit test should require them to

5 To gain ea' I in selecting and developing evaluation procedures for a
unit, you wish to refer to Module 0-2, Assess Student Performance
Knowledge, ulo 0-3, Mesas Student Performance Attitudes, and/or
Module 0-4, Amen Student Performance Skills

t

write sOch a let-
ter, and the
teacher should
evaluate the
results to see
how cloSely
their perfor-
mance meets
that called .for
in the objec-
tive . A `'unit
test might
consist of one
item (as in the

ove example)
or it might require many items to ate student
performance. A unit on the heat tre meat of steel
might include a number of items to test students'
knowledge of the metal's crystalline structure, the
changes produced by changes in temperature,
and the skilled performance required to temper a
steel object

.

Your evaluation procedures should take into
consideration the following guidelines

Number of items.M you plait for the evalu-
ation procedures keep the objectives in front
of you Prepare only as many items as neces-
sary to find out how well the student is able to
meet the objectives -

. Type of skill. Require the same kind of stu-
dent perforrriance in the evaluation.as called
for in the objective. If the unit objective de-
scribes knowledge of facts or computation of
figures; a paper-and-pencil test is probably
appropriate If the objective describes a
skilled performance On a machine, a perfor-
mance test is 'indicated. An objective that
concerns a student attitude should be
evaluated by observation of behavior



Objecthrity.=Tryto mekelhe evaluation pro-p
cesd as objective and free from judgment 'or
bibs as possible. Use objective tests, model.
answers, rating scales,- and performance.
Checklists to help you make the evaluation fair
and understandable to yOur students. .

If the ()Valuation prOcedures show that the great
majority of students in the class were able to .

' achieve-the objectives of the unit, It can be con-
sidered generally succeeful. Of.coUrse, this as-
sUmes that the objectives are valV and that the
students' did not already posse -ft.ffie cOmpeten-
cies before the unit was begun. ImMediately after
the class has completed the work of theunit, you

re-
Optional

lActivity

%10 .

r-or further information on
and learning experiences,
veloping Vocational lnstru
contains a great many ide

....""'
4c.

should review your un revise them
necessary for f a ti arning activiti tat
proved imprac at or unhelpful Should evise
or discarded Objectives found to be realistic
shou4d be rethought' References and. resources
discovered during the progress of the Unit can be
added to thebibliography. Information on which to
base the revision of the unit plan can be gathered
from student evaluation results, from observation
of students during the work of the unit, and from
class discussion at the close of the un it. Thus, each
school year the instructional units will be
strengthened, and new ones can be added to the
progr.

the subject of student performance objectives
you may wish to read Mager and Beach, De-
ction, pp. 44-58 This stimulating little book
as that vocational-teachers will find helpful

11,

7
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Activity

4

The followirtiteiris check ,your`compre ension of the material in the
information eet, Developing the Contet of an Instructional Unit, pp.
24-30 Each of the three items requires a short essay-type response.
Please explain fully, but briefly, and make sure you respond toall parts of
eacti item!

. gigh

SELF-CHECK-

1. Jsing the knowledge that you haye about stu-
dent performance objectives, develop a short

.checklist of perhaps five to ten items that you
bould'use to evaluate the objectives in your own
unit plans. An example of a checklist format,
that you may wish to use follows.

onelYsie1 of
cupotionoi
merits

Of

1 l aZ.acn. e

rliqu're- El El El

2 Ms. Gold le Fawcett, teacher of VocetiOnal home
economics, has finished planning a unit of in-
struction on "Purchasing Electrical Appliances
for the Home Her plans include the following
student learning activities.

a Read Chapter IV in the text
b Listen toleacher presehtation&

1 Whit to look for in buying a refrigerktor
2 What to look for in buying a kitchen

range
3 What to look for in buying a washer and

dryer
c. View the film, "Home Repairs of Small

Appliances
d Read any two, articles_ on selecting

appliances in Consumer Reports
e Read the information sheet, Financing

Appliance Purchases, then answer the ques-
tions at the end of the sheet

Critique Ms Fawcett's plans for the learning-
activities

3 3



3..Mr. Zink Primer was a bit unhappy, His-class in
autq body repair had just, finished a unit of
"Safety Laws and Regulations Pertaining to

,Auto Painting Materiels and Processes As a
final unit test he -had given a 30-item exam'
composed of true-false, matching, and comple:
tion items on the laws and regulations, and
every single student had gotten a high score.
He had just read a book on classroom testing
that said that given a well-designed teat, about

'

?'14(0

32

12 Oercent of e typical class will fair Mr. Primer .
didn't know whether it was the exam or the unit
that was top easy.

Do you think this was the right kind ofkevalua-
bon technique for this unit? What should Mr.
Prim'r do about the fact that everybody passed
the test?

Explain your response

C
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r 4.

Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
-twers given below, Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, however, you shoUld have coveted the same major points

MODEL ANSWERS

1.. There are a number of forms that a checklist for
unit objectives could take The important thing
is that the essential processes and characteris-
tics are included Sample checklist items that a

teacher might use follow'

ectives of the unit:
re based on an analysis of the ()coupe!

do al requirements 3

2. areibased on students' Orsonal needs
3 were developed using student input and

involvement
4. are stated in terms of student behaviors or

performance
5 provide f9r Individual differences in

abilities and occupational goals
6. allow the teacher to make an objective

(rather than subjective) assessment. of

student achievement
7 are known to students in advance of in-.-

struction
8 are feasible and practical for the facilities

and teaching situation
2. Without knowing the performance objectives,

we can't be too specific, but it would appear
that Ms Fawcett has diffictilty selecting student
learning activities In general, the learning ac-
tivities aren't very active The students are
asked to passivel read, view, and listen. Of
course tfiere might be class diseuss4on after the
lessons, but Ms Fawcett shltuld remember that
students learn more effectively when they are
actively engaged in the Oxocess

Related to this is the fact that ttle learning ec-
twities lack variety There are basically only two
kinds of things, being done in this unityet
there could be so much more Studentwith a
variety of learning styles and abilities could
benefit fjbm activities such as presenting tech-
nical reports, developing buying guidelines,
problem solving, or individual field trips There
appear to be some large gips in coverage of
various home, appliances too

It is hard to see how the film on appliance repair
fits into a unit on purchasing Perhaps the film
was just conveniently available, or it seemed.
worthwhile, but there was no other unit in
Which to include it Ms Fawcett needs to keep
the unit objectwes clearly in mind when select-
ing activities

Mr Primer seems -to be a conscientious
teacher, so we can assume his test items were
derived directly from the unit objectives and
were well constructed If so, then the paper-
and-pencil test was an_ appropriate evaluation
procedure KnoWledge of jaws and regulations

cognitive in nature, so student achievement
can be determined rather well by an objective
test If the unit objectives had involved a ma-
nipulative skill (e.g , ability to adjust a spray gun
nozzle for various types of spray paints), then
evaluation would best be done by an actual
performance test of the skill ,

It may be that Mr Primer is wrongly concerned
about the tesults of the unit test To be sure>
should, leexamine the test to be sure it

e#mtnes all, phases of the objectiveS agd that
the level-0 knOlviedge is that required b4-

ginn § t1;as bc c upafion. lf,,he as an

idea that the
laws before;

inthi
ter a ofetest are prgIsenftnt;the VOW nett-
sernersttr's gip Probably IA( Prirrcet:shotAti
feel, ve gratified that tHe unit had fundtiqried
so Well that evewne in the,ofass\adhleved the
objectives andlAarned what Was required In-
deed, if 12 percent had failed, Mr Prtmer would
then?tave something toNvorry about

udenrsAlready knew the, safety,
-unit begin4thou9hjthat,Seenis
lass,),14r.prtmerbo 10'.adrn

4r
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4

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your Completed Self-Chedk should have comeredthe same major points as
the model responges. If you -misted some points or have questions about ariy additional points you
made, review the material in the intormation sheet, Developing the Content of an Instructional Unit, pp.
24-30, or check with your resource person if necessary

n .

.4.
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Y.

Learning Experience III

...
:

After completing thelequired reading,
ical teacher's plans into .a unit. planrusing-an_acpyted,forthat. .

OVERVIEW,

the content of ehypothet-

'feu will be reading the inforMation sheets riting Unit Plans, pp. 36-42. .
.

You will be reading the Case Situttlibn, p. 43, and organizing the plans
for the content of a unit of the teacher in that situation into a unit plan,
using an accepted forme

You will be evaluating your competency in writing a unit plan using an
accepted format by comparing your completed unit plan With the Model
Unit Plan, pp. 45-46.

$
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.Activity
0,.. .

e

T 's information sheet is specifically concerned with the written unit plan.
ad it to learn what should be included in the plan and how to organize

plan using an efficient format.

WRITING UNIT PLANS

Preparing the Unit Plan

Ideas and plans for a unit of work must not be left
as vague notions and mental notes; they must be
written down in some form that will give them
substance and-organization. The written docu7
ment, or format, in which you describe your ideas
for the unit is called a unit plan. It need not be an
elaborate pro-
duction, but it
does need to be
complete,
thoroughly
structured, and
clearly written
You wifl use this
plan to prepare
for the lessons
in the unittiki
help you collect
the resource
materials, to
organize the
learning activities, and to construct the evaluation
situations

There is no one best format or structure for
developing a unit plan. Most teachers eventually
settle on a format that works best for them and
includes the kind of information their needs re-
quire The content and arrangempt of the unit

.plan will vary depending on the requirements of
the occupational area, the teaching style of the
teacher, the needs of the students, and perhapS
the policies of the school There are, however,
.certain basic components or elements that should
proba6ly appear in every unit plan, though they
may have ,slightly different names and be given
somewhat varying degrees of emphasis A brief
description of each unit plan element follows

The title of the unit.The title should tv
stated clearly and briefly
An overview (or introduction) of the unit.
This describes the general scope of the unit,
the significance of the topic, and/or a state-
ment of purpose or rationale.

Student performance objectives.EaCiht
the objectives for the unit should be sarigold in
terms of what the students are expecled-iope
able to do at the completion of the unit.'
An outline of the contents of the unit."--This
outline should be very much condensed. As
the lessons or activities of the unit re de-
veloped, the content outline will be ended
Student learning activities.This is a list of
the activities that will enable the student to
reach the objectives, including the lessons to
be given by the teacher Detailed directions
for each activity will need to be developed
separately.
Culminating activities and evaluation pro-
cedures.=This describes in broad terms
what kinds of measurement techniques or

36



devices (performance test, objective test,
teacher evaluation of a project, etc.) will be
used to find out how closely each student's
performance matches the objectives.
Instructional resource materials and/or bib-
ilography.This section may include lists of

."7 books, films or filmstrips, reference sheets,
speaker or any other resource needed for
the unit. They may be for the use of the stu-
dents and /or the teacher.
Special notes.In this section, the teacher
can note items that are unusual or peculiar to

IP

the unit. -For example, project supplies re-
quired, special equipment, safety precau-
tions, and so forth.

Twt; suggested formats fop unit plans are
presented in Samples 2 and 3 and an example
of a completed unit plan appears in Sample 4.
The space for each section can, of course, be
expanded according to the amount of infor-
mation to be included. You don't make in-
structional plans to fit a piece of paper, but to
fit the needs of the students and' yourself ilkok
teacher

37 35.
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SAMPLE 2

FORMAT FOR A. UNIT PLAN

uNrr PLAN
le.

4

.Teacher

*pet
'

i
t

II, Topics to be Coveredd
1, -,,t.,.

2. ' '-- 6° '-._
4- a*

,--
-k- 4 '

#. "'!' it's' -_

.

,..

....., , :

ill Stlidolt POloimenc, C41.411" 9:
k *"

4. .4'1- -- ...'

2. . \
eib.

. IV. Student Learning Activities

1.
i6

3.
etc. .

r.

V. Student Evaltestion:

_ 6 .

Reran* Materiels:

.

0

Required lItesurces

38 A.
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SAMPLE 3

FORMAT F9 i3 A UNIT PLAN

*7-'1
UNIT PLAN.

School A Teacher

'Unit 416.

Chrom low/
t,a

Learning Activities Resources'

I-
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SAMPLE 1

P .-J1014PLETE'D UNIT 1,4:1A1

_e

IOW Alternaiive; to the Gasoline Piston Engine for Automobilis

1114her: Nikolous Otto

9

Auto

Wheeling Vocational School

L Ovorview;

U

'Thee crisis and the cioncermabout environmental pollutiOn has spurred renewed interest in
alternative to the conventional automobile engine, Auto mechanics need to know piinci-

, *so! and the cliaraderistics of the engikies that may be the powerplants of the near future:

. -.- . ,

The following six types
t
of p6werplonts will be studied: --, - ;

., . 1,-dle'sel; lj. Wankel; III.N5tirling; if/St,. c; yi., gas turbine
c-A --?re folloviing topics will her used to stu , .. e allies powerplants: r C

' tii Basic principles of oPeration .

"B. Major wo .' palls ,_,*
. _ - '

.g. Charade its: advantages and aisacbkmfages for automotWe application-
Present status future development

niPetbrimineObificthies:' .

(.

dent will be able to-10
1. draw, a simple technical sketch of the mechanic4 layout

each tie six alternative powerplarits en/.

ages and clisaclvantade s of each for au use
engine*

a. orally explain the basic plinciples of tiperatio of each
3. pass an objective test on the priznary
4/f deffne the-technical terms new 4o

filtitort Learning Actlyltimi
, t

Listen ',to teacher presentation
6n the need till investigate hevi
powerplants. Participdte- in-:,

.class'

Read Chapter 21 in text.

jr

eatciPate in small group
prirpare, 445

tpreisinitatiOn
of the engine types. , -

Pd rticiprite imthe group's_
preentoricirl to the:clasp.

On graph paper, draw .
terrhrtical sketch of each

rallt
Inspect' the scale model of

' The Wankel-eninne. 4

1

ilerigrpOliosoutas
Handout: article by t.

'"Is the Piston F.n9irte '-
Obs6lete?" .

,
Text; Rac1(8c Pinion, "Auto-
motive Medhanics"; *.

. Handout Bibliograpif-Zr
. the unit.

. ;

;-
agulPment as
'clout -Pre- .

r, soft peiefi ,

'required.
sentation.r ,
Graph

:
Plastic f ofof Wankel

i

* '40
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I9ptional) Prepare a
diagram of an engine, to
-bemade into an overhead
transparency.

(Optional) Collect brochures,
articles, and road-test
reports on cars haying
these engines

V. Student Evaluation:

Use drafting room.

V

Test on engine configurations: Incomplete drawings of engin

4

parts, and draw gas flow.
Engine principles: Oral questions given in class, students' res
scale: Excellent, Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory).

Group presentation will be evaluated using an evaluation c
of assignment).

VI. Resource Materials:

es,

aw

students to complete, label major

rises evaluated by teacher (Rating

Idist (furnished to the class atjhe time

Boolis: 0. H. Kamm, ,Modem Automobile Engines; 1973:

Films 1k Filmstrips: Rudolph Diesel Corp., "Diesel' Engines for Automobiles."
Eccentric Motolkorp., 'The Rotary Engine."

Transparencies for :Automotive Mechanics."

-ArtiCles: L Hecid, "Is the Pistortngir. Obsolete?" Motor World, August, 1975A

R Nadir, "Waste, PolliNion, and the Automobile," Current Problems, December, 1974.

Tqny Venturi,,"New Interest in an Old Engine . . . The Stirling Cycle," Autobus, February,
1975.

"Mr. Lear and Hts Wonderful Stearn Erigine," Amateur Mechanics, OctobeN 1974.7
Two Electri Cars,'Consurner Reports, October, 1975.

4
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In addition to thosinreadymentioned, there are
several other kinds of written plans that may be
helpfUl in certain circumstances. As you write the
unit plan, review the following items and decide
whether or not you nledto work out any of these
supporting plans.

')

Contingency plans.Even the most careful
plans for learning activities may go awryField
trips may not work out, films.may be delayed,
in the mail, and resource peoplemey get sick.
It is wise to have some plans for alternative
activities that will cd`ver mtich the same
ground and that can be Out\ into operation

-5i f

a

Logistic pi s.Some units in vocational
educ may be rather complex to manage.
You rnay need to make plans to see that stu-
dents, materials, time, and space are alb avail-
able just when they are needed.

Film orders must be placed well in ad-
vance.

Ai-Students may heed to be pre-assighed to
working groups.
Space for farge-scale activities may need
to be reserved.
Extra time for laboratory work or special
blocks of time may need to be arranged

Time table.Beginning teachers, especially,
have trouble keeping the "Glasswork moving
according to plan and on schedule. It may be
very valuable to make a condensad schedule
of what is supposed to take place during each
day of the unit. Another "rpiiii-scheilule" can
.be drawn up to show the activities that will
occur minu y minute during a three-hour
,block of claa time. Particularly during the
introducto' phase of the unit, a mini-
schedule May turn out to be a lifesaver in

- helping to avoid confusion and chaos.
introductory lesson.Every lesson should
be well planned, of course, but the introduc-
tion to the unit is critical and should be
planned with special care. This is the time
wherryou want students to grasp the nature
and scope of the unit, understand how the
les%on relates to previous lessons, and be-
come motivated, _to begin the learning Ac-
tivities. Some *ginning teachers go beyond

is the preparation of an outline lesson plan and
.0A/catty write a script. This sounds like a lot of
work, and it is, but kisan result in a very high
quality irttroducOry lesson Of course, the
script. most no be read to the class or
memorid and delivered in rote fashion

-

quiflkly. Do not rely on spur -of- the - moment
ideas or busywork to keep student's occupied

4,
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Activity

ti

The following Case Situation describes the plans made by Mr Ernest Early,
a vocational teacher, for a unit of instruction. Readthe Case Situation, and
using an accepted unit plan format (either one of those on pp. 38-41, or
one aPproved by your resource person), organize Mr.'Early's plans for
topics, objectives, learning activities, resources, and evaluation proce-
dures into a written unit plan.

CASE SITUATION

Mr. Ernest Earlylwas writing down some ideas
for the new unit hisplass wasto begin in two weeks
or so. The topic wae becoming clear in his mind as
he worked,. though the title wasn't finally chosen
yet. It would have to do with dealing with custom-
ers, customer relations, and harlieting customer
regiteits and complaints. He knew that once on
the lob, an important factor in his studentk:_suc-
cess would be how skilled Tfiey were in dealing

", with customers and meting their needs

Mr. -Early wanted his students, when they had
firtahed the unit, to realize how important that part
of their work would be and how they could use
their own personalities to best advantage They

, should knOwthe basic principles of psychology on
which gdod customer relations could be based
Above all, thought kits arty, they should actually
be able to handle 'customers in typical occupa-
tional situations. He didn't expect them to be as
skilled as someone who had been in the business a
long time, but as beginning workers they should
be able to handle routine requests and complaints'
to the customers' and supervisor's satisfaction

Mr. Early jotted down some notes on items that
should be covered in the unit 'the importance of
good customer relations, the nature of the typical
custermer, the job requirements of beginning
workers in dealing with customers,' and the basic
psychology of customer-worker relations were
first on his list. Then he listed some more specific

"items: general appearance and manners expected'
of the worker by customers, worker behaviors that
please and reassure customers, and behaviors
that antagonize customers Finally, he thought, the
unit should put it all together and show students
how to conduct themselves in a typical situation.

,The course textbook was pretty general on this
topic, but by reading Chapter 4 the students
should at leatt get a good ,introduction.,

Mr Ear decided he could strengthen the unit
by givi presentatiOns on the psychology of

ti

customer-worker relations andon desirable, and
undesirable worker Vaviors Then he had a great
idea . .

his friend, the personnel manager of a
local firm, could talk to the class about customer
relations and what the firm expected their workers
to be able to do, and the class could ask questions
afterward

There was also a good videotape in the library
called, "People Awareness" that was right on the
topic and that students could view individually
when they were ready for it Another individual
activity would be for students to critique the case
studies that he had worked out last semester least
semester's roje-playing activity had beet very suc-
ceIsful, and he could even improve it this time At
first he would take the part of the worker with a
Student as customer; then, when the students
began to understand the techniques, they .would
switch roles

_

It wasn't going to be easy to make a good test at
the end of this unit, thought Mr. Early Of course
the basic brinciples and psychological theory
could be taken care of in an objective-test ..
perhaps about 25 items. But what to do
about their attitudes toward customers', Hey' Why
not give that attitude test he found in the college
text . first as a pretest before the unit, and then
as a 0st-test to determine how much their attitude
had changed in the desired direction' For the per-
formance part, Mr Early decided he could observe
each student dealing with a typical customer
(another student) using a checklist of the desired
behaviors He told himself to remember to give
each student a copy of the checklist at the begin-
ning of the unit.

Well, the unit was shaping up very nicely Now to
.get it down on piper in a systematic form Mr Early
sharpened a couple of pencils and earnestly got to
work.

"0"7:411m....vor
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Compare your completed unit plan with the Model Unit Plan given below
You may haie used a somewhat different unit plan format, but all the
essential components of a unit ptan should be included, and all the
teacher's ideas should appear in the plan

, MODEL UNIT PLAN

W
SUBJECT Vdcahona. Eci.ogho- SCHOOL Mar r..3-,arse ../.xfor o TEACHER Ernes' Ea- y

UNIT IRPIC Dec. w.tr. C _..storners F4o....-e Rea -es.s
4

OVERVIEW Accoring c xc pa,o a, fses oe.g r wokes ^ w cc r.o.crw,n the to _.blic freq..entfy

be dealing ±rec.y w:tr. c.stornes ...- s aes.gned o prov:oe w.tr. a crow eolge -of the prmcipies or. whIcr. c.sorner

relatons are baser..., A ' e* -g sr.1..s n -,vo"k w:h.-Nliwor-P-s

routine situaons

Student Peilormance
Oblectivea Content Learning Activities Resources Evaluation

The stuier.
will be be

..^

demonstrate .7 ,

posltwe athude e/J°.0.
toward c:.stomers
and toward the 7-e ^eeo c leve.op pesc-a
work of dec...- ^ ti e ^e .1"
,ng wItn them

pass (80%, a 25 :ten-
ob)ec-tive tes
on the basic
psychological
principles of
customer
re'ations

ver. .r.rod.oc-f
.essc- 'ne 'eacr.er

Pea' Cr.ap.e 4,n
`es ex bock

s.er-
pre.sen'a,o- Gy

pe-sorre T-oge-

er-e- C"....SCTer

".ass
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wrer aeo.,ng
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.presentahons psy
oreo.roglod: Poies and
prachco; app:: Grs

4-Trt.c1pce ,n _.ass
VI-Se:1SL ons

1.9.N vde"..tape Pro-op.e 7,aeotcrpe
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I

Student Porfornianca
0 Content -Looming Activitios* IllosOurcos Evaluation

demonstrate. com-
petence (in a
sunultsied situa-
anon) M tech-
niques of dealing
with customers in
routine bubiness
situations. The
level of perfor-
mance should be
that expected of
beginning workers

(--
P.

Appearance and dress requirements
of the occupation

Manners expected of.WOrkers

Techniques and behaviors in
dealing with customers '

1111"

Undefsirable behaviors

Handling 'routine customer situations
Requests and complaints

Listen to teacher
presentation on tech-
niques for dealing
with customers

Participate in
class rimcussion

CntAue the given
case studies of
customer relations
situations

Participate in role-
playing of customer
and worker (partici-
pate u both roles) .

Case stud
sheets wi
model answ

Handouts de --)
role-play

situations

Student per-
formance of cus-
tomer relations
competencies,
evaluated by
checklist

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed unit plan.should have included all the components and
elements indicated in the Model Unit Plan If you missed some points or have questions aboutthe form of
your unit plan; review the matAal in the information sheet, Writing Unit Plans, pp 36-42, or check with
your resource person if necessary

t
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Learning Experience IV

OVERVIEW

Enabling
'active

*it

seimulated situation, a unit of litatructionruction.

A

. You will be selecting and refining a topic for is inructiofai n your

own occupational seryice area.

You *ill be deveao

You will be organiz
an accepted form

ng the enti; unit topic you se

the unit of instruciio den unit plan, using

You will be your competency in developing:a:unit Wing
the Unit Plann Checklist, p. 49.
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'From your own occupational service area, select a topic appropriate for an
fstructional unit. Refine the topic to be suitable for students typical of
those usually enrolled for this vocational program in age, educational
backgrouhd, and career goals. Consult courses of study or curriculum
guides foryour occupational area to aid you in seleCting a unit topic is
based on the appropriate contents and objectives of the program.

Develop the entire unit topic you selected. You shbu Id complete the follow-
ing steps in planning the unit: ,

1. Develop one or more student performance-objectives for the unit.
2. Construct a summary outline of the subject matter contents of the unit.
3. Select or devise a series of student learning activities designed to help

students achieve the unit objectives. These may include classroom
lessons, laboratory work, projects, or Tidividual study assignments.

4. Select the evaluation procedures that are designed to determine
whether students have achieved the objectives of the unit. Be prepared
to describe the procedureclearly--hot just that you plan a "test."

5. Prepare a list of resources for the unit, including those-for student use
and for your use as the teacher

Organize the plans you have made for the instructional unit into a written
unit plan Use one of the formats from'this module, from the vocational
education literature, or one suggested 0 your resource person

After you have-developed your unit plan, use the Unit Planning Checklist,
p 49, to evaluate your work.

0'48.



:MILT- PLANNING CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that.
each of the following,performance components was'not accomplished,
partially accomplished, ofully accomplished. If, because of special cir-

. cumstances, aperformance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an,N in the N/A box.

NAME

DATE

RESOURCE PERSON

4 LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

2 2) 44

In developingthe plan, you
1. consulted curriculum guides and courses of study in the vocational

'EJservice area for appropriate topics and content

EElC1 rEl2. selected a topic which

a. is relevant to st dents

b. is significant 1=1

c. has a focus or continuity El
The objective(s) as stated In the unit plan:

3. are stated in terms of student behaviors or performances .

4. provideforincireiduel differences in student abilities
1

The instructional content Elin the plan: Ei 1=15. is correlated with the st dent performance objectives of the unit .

El 1=1 CI EJ.

The student learning activities in the plan:
7. are based upon the itudentperformance objective(s) of the unit El

onoti
9 prOvide' for s dent practice and application of the requisite per-

formances a El El Et
El Ei

11, require the same kinds of student performance as called for in the
objective(5) .0

12. use techniques to gather data that depend as little as possible on
the judgment, opinion, orittitude of the teacher .. . Er ID ET.

6. provides a variety of difficulty levels

8. are varied, to provide for a wide range of student interest, ability,
and learning styles . . ,

The evaluation prOcedures specified in the unit plan:
dr 40. are dire:611y based on the objective(s) .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. if any item receives a NO, ot
PARTIAL response, MO* your plan accordingly, or check with your resourcipersonIf necessary

49 D
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Learning Experience V

'Activity

FINAL EXPERIENCE

Whiiexrorl ing Zap actual ',data situation,* develop a unit of instruction.

Select and develop a unit of instruction on an appropriate -topic in your
ocdlipational speCially..This will include

developing orieltr more student perforrhance objectives
developing An-outline

, selecting and developing k series-of studenHtfamino activities
and developing /Valuation procedures

ng a list or bibliography of instructional resources
students in,planning the unit of instruction

ng a complete writlen unit plan, using arvappropriate format

you comPleted Learning ExperiencoN, you may use the unit of
n you Completed for that learning experience, oranother unit of

instruction_yarimaikbave completed. However, you must sake certain that
thew, its are adapted to fit the needs and interests of your students, or
that tti are revised and/or updated as necessary.

After u have developed your final unit of instruction, arrange to have
your urge person review the plan.

Your competancywill be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 53-54.

Based upOn the criteria specified in this assessment -instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in developing a
unit of instruction.

For a definition Of 'actual school srtuabon see the inside beak cover

I

t
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f
TEACHER pgRFORMAI4Q SSESSMENT-FORM
Develop a Unit'Plan (B-3)

;
NAME

+4 I:M*0°4s: Indicate the leyel of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
arq Mtge appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE headigg. DATE

lf,,t:AcaUse.of special circumstances, a'performance component was not
4iplicable,*or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. RESOURCE PERSON

f

#In 8
davelopingThe unit plan the teacher:

VEL OF PERFORMANCE

...e.
...4

8 ice I4.,. i 4' 4 . <
.t 1- , . 4

1. IfictOtied all essential components of a ynit plan (title,
overview, objectives, content Or 'topics, learning ,ac- Jacio-ao

, ,tivitiet, resources, evaluation procedures) ... ,k

2. involved students in 'the formative and/or refinement -
stagept the planning process' . ..... . 0_ C:3

w.

3. included resource materials designed to stimulate stu-
dent interest

. Di 1=1 El El l'0.E1
consulted curriculum guides and courses of study for the

El .ograrri El
lected the likic after reviewing tth-relevance to stu-
nts, its significance vc,and its feasibility ... . Er I El

CT, 6. pre Eked by reading and becoming immerged in the in ti
topic

i' ..
,. .. ThlobJectIvilko'f the Unit as stated In the unit plan:

O..
El7. are basegoOn an analysis of student needs and/or occu-

pationalMbuirements,".. , . . .. El
8. art stated in terms of student behaviors

9.sprovide for indiv al differences in student abilities and
44 _occupational g ...

1.0. provide for objective Assessment of student achievement
. _.

.....

0

4
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The instructional content outlined In the unit plan:
11. is correlated with the student performance objectives-for

the unit

. is'based on the course of study fi5r the vocational pro-
gram

13. is significant arelevant to the students

14. is of a scope and/depth required of the objectives

15. provides for a variety of difficulty levels ....

.The student learning activities included in the unit plan:
16. are based upon the student performance objectives of

the unit

17. are designed to encourage students to become actively
involved in the learning process . . .

18. are varied, to providfor a wide range of student interest,
ability, and learning styles .

19 are appropriate to the maturity and educational level of
the stuaents. . .

20. provide for Student practice 4nd application of the per-
formance of the unit .

21. provide prompt feedback and reinforcepent of student
performance . .

22. are Practical arp feasible for the specific vocationaligro-
gram 4

theevaluation procedures specified in the.unit plan:
23. _collect evaluation data that are objective in nature ...

are drawn directly from the objectives of the unit ..

25. require the same basic student performance as required
in the objecti of the unit .

o .

ao.o

Er

E=I 0

o
ti
p.

D oo ne
26, ar esigned to assess the terminal level of performance'.

of ?he student .

27. used criteria of performance based on entry-level em- ononob
ployment

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All itekns must receive N/A, GOOD or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
`receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resburce person should Teel to determine
what additional activities the teachentleds to complete in order to reach compeAncy ih\thl weak areas
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBJE
MODULES ----

Organkation
Each module is desig p you gain competency
in a particular skill area idered Important to teach-
ing success. A module is e up of a sees of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actuaschool situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an iriseryice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to inclividqlize your
teacher education program Youineed to takeionly those
modules covering sRills which you del not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already rave the skill
needed to coMpleta it Therefore, before taking any
module, ydu should Earefully review (1) the Inipduction,
42) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the 0Yerviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and corn-

_ petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the tin-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (thoSe) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area. and
ready to complete the final learning*Ipenence in
order to "test out"
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
yo# do not complete the final experience successfully;

lianeet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the expeneqe, or (2) complete (Or review) previous
sections of trlbodule or other related ackities
suggested by your resource person before atterrVng
repeat ttte final experience
Options for recycling are also available each of the
learning experiences preceding the final rience
Any time you do not meet the minimum leve rfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you a ur re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency This could Involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities. (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting a:Winona' activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or

' your resource person

Terminology
Actual School Situa refers to a situation in
which you are act working with, and responsible
for, secondary or tiOst-secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern:a student teacher: or an in-
service teacher would be,functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you ate taking the module, ypu can com-
plete the module up to the final learningexpokience 'You
Would then do the ftpal learning experience later, i e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an. item Or
feedback device which may substitute for required
Items which, due fo special circumstances, you are un-
&tie to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vxational service. area (e g , the
service area Trade acrd Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-

-anent and enrich the required items in a learning even-
enc;

.

Resource Person refers to the person in chtirge of
your educational program. the profeSsor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising'
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educe-
jtion, home economics edlication, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and mdustrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing themodule

AP)

aa.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment

N/A . The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet.the criterion,
althoug.lit was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has hrify very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill le an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perfor&rit
Good . The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher isable to perform this skill in a
very effective manner

5ci



Tithes of The Center's
lierformance-Based Teacherstducation Modules

Cry A: hem" Plaint* Development and Eva le
A-1. Prepare fora Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Repon'the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 De clop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Capin inetructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction

Develop a Lesion Plan
, 8-5 Select Student Instructional Materials

8-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials-

Category C: htstrucbonal f :Locution
Q-1 Direct Field Trips
2 Conduct Group Discussions.-Panel Discussions, and,

Symposiums
Q-3 Employ Brainstorming. Buzz Group and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Dialct Students in Instructingjarther Students
C-5 Employ &mutation Techniquel
C-8 Guide St ant Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
C-9 E the Protect A4ethed
C-10T Intr a Lesson
C-11 Sum a Lesson
C-12 Em Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 E Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Leathers
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-18 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skit
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle

Q-18 Indrvidualize Instruction
19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach

C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information .
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects and Flarinei

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips.and Slides
q-z5 _Present Information with Films

- C-26 Present Information .wrth Audio Recordings . .
C-27. Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category 0: Instructional Evaluation
D-1 Estill& Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Asa/I/Student Performance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
0-4 Assess Student Performance Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades
0-8 EvMuate Your instructional Effectiveness/

,.C.triagory E: Inatiuctlonal Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

a

tit
E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide forthe First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Orgitnize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratdry

Cattgory F: Ciunce
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on EducationZand Career' Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Emp yrnent or Fu dna/. Education

Category G: SchoolCommunity Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations`Plan4or Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vddational Program
G-3 Develop:Mk:chums to Promote Your Voitstional Progrant
G-4 ays to Pror'note Your Vocatipnal Program
G-5 Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

G-6 Arrange for Te mon and Radio Presentations Concerning Your
Vocational Program

G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work wrth.Members of the CoMmunity
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category It: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop's Personal Philosophy Concerning Student licational

Organizations
i4-2 ablish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3

r
repare Student Vocational, Organization Members for
Leadensteti Roles

H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in DeVelotiing
and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities

H-5 Supervise Activities of the$tudent Vocational Orgamzation
H-6. Guido participation in Student Vocational Organization Conteits

"Category I:Professional Rob and Devotopment 4

1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3. Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the Schott and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospeetive Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-6 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Tastablish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 v Manage the Attendance Transfers and Terminations of Co-Op

4 Students
J-3 Eqpt Students it Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-8 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job lnitructors
J-7 Coordinate Og-the-Job Instruction

491-8 Evaluate Co-OT1 p Students On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Studehts Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation event

RELAWD PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Petformance-Based Teacher Educatilin

Materials oti

Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher
Education Matenals

Guide to the Implimentation of Performance-Based Tesche'r Education

For Information regarding availability and price, of these- materials contact-7

AAV IM
American Associatkiktot Vocational lnetructionlil Materials

120 Engineering-Center Atriums, Georgia 30802E (404) 542-2586


